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ABSTRACT
A key prediction of cosmological theories for the origin and evolution of structure in the
Universe is the existence of a ‘Doppler peak’ in the angular power spectrum of cosmic
microwave background (CMB) fluctuations. We present new results from a study of
recent CMB observations which provide the first strong evidence for the existence of a
‘Doppler Peak’ localised in both angular scale and amplitude. This first estimate of the
angular position of the peak is used to place a new direct limit on the curvature of the
Universe, corresponding to a density of Ω = 0.7+0.8
−0.5, consistent with a flat Universe.
Very low density ‘open’ Universe models are inconsistent with this limit unless there
is a significant contribution from a cosmological constant. For a flat standard Cold
Dark Matter dominated Universe we use our results in conjunction with Big Bang
nucleosynthesis constraints to determine the value of the Hubble constant as H0 =
30−70 kms−1Mpc−1 for baryon fractions Ωb = 0.05 to 0.2. For H0 = 50 kms
−1Mpc−1
we find the primordial spectral index of the fluctuations to be n = 1.1± 0.1, in close
agreement with the inflationary prediction of n ≃ 1.0.
Key words: cosmology – cosmic microwave background.
1 INTRODUCTION
Observations of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB)
radiation provide information about epochs and physical
scales that are inaccessible to conventional astronomy. In
contrast to traditional methods of determining cosmological
parameters, which rely on the combination of results from lo-
cal observations (Ostriker & Steinhardt 1995), CMB obser-
vations provide direct measurements (Bond & Eftstathiou
1987; White, Scott & Silk 1994) over cosmological scales,
thereby avoiding the systematic uncertainties and biases as-
sociated with conventional techniques. The principal cosmo-
logical information is contained in the acoustic peaks (Bond
& Eftstathiou 1987; Hu & Sugiyama 1995; Scott, Silk &
White 1995) in the power spectrum, which are generated
during acoustic oscillations of the photon-baryon fluid at
recombination (Efstathiou 1989). The main acoustic peak,
sometimes referred to as ‘the first Doppler peak’, is a strong
prediction of contemporary cosmological models with adi-
abatic fluctuations and is expected to occur on an angu-
lar scale ∼ 1◦. (In topological defect theories of structure
formation, the first Doppler peak is expected to occur on
smaller angular scales (e.g. Magueijo et al. 1996) or be of
much smaller amplitude (Pen, Seljak & Turok 1997) than in
inflationary theories. This is discussed further below.) The
observation of this peak is thus a major goal of observational
cosmology. In the case that it is not observed, this could im-
ply either that medium-scale primordial CMB fluctuations
had been wiped out by reionization (Efstathiou 1989), or
perhaps that there is a fundamental flaw in our theory. On
the contrary, a conclusive observation of the first peak would
provide strong support for current theoretical models and
the determination of its angular position would constitute
a direct probe of the large scale geometry of the Universe.
The angular scale lp of the main peak reflects the size of the
horizon at last scattering of the CMB photons and thus de-
pends almost entirely (Hu & Sugiyama 1995; Kamionkowsky
et al. 1994a) on the total density of the Universe according to
lp ∝ 1/
√
Ω. In conventional inflationary theory (Guth 1981),
one expects the Universe to be flat with Ω = 1.0, which can
be achieved if the total mass density is equivalent to the
critical density or if there is a contribution from a cosmolog-
ical constant Λ. The height of the peak provides additional
cosmological information since it is directly proportional to
the fractional mass in baryons Ωb and also varies according
to the expansion rate of the Universe as specified by the
Hubble constant H0; in general (Hu & Sugiyama 1995) for
baryon fractions Ωb<∼0.05, increasing H0 reduces the peak
height whilst the converse is true at higher baryon densities.
Furthermore, by measuring the amplitude of the intermedi-
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ate scale CMB fluctuations relative to those on large scales
it is possible to place tight limits on the spectral slope n of
the initial primordial spectrum of fluctuations. The latter is
predicted by inflationary theory to be approximately scale
invariant, in which case n ≃ 1.0, although (in particular ver-
sions of inflationary theory) the presence of a background of
primordial gravity waves would lead to lower values of n, via
the relation CT2 /C
S
2 ≈ 7(1−n), where CT2 /CS2 is the ratio of
tensor to scalar contributions to the quadrupole component
of the CMB power spectrum (Crittenden et al. 1993; Stein-
hardt 1993). (Linkages between parameters in more general
theories of inflation are discussed in Liddle (1997).) Thus, in
summary, by comparing large and intermediate scale CMB
observations and tracing out the Doppler peak, it is possible
to directly estimate Ω, Ωb and H0 and to probe inflationary
theory and the existence of primordial gravity waves. Recent
improvements in the quality of CMB data, in particular on
the angular scales probed by the CAT and Saskatoon exper-
iments, now make this exercise of great interest.
2 METHOD
Clear detections of CMB anisotropy have now been reported
by a number of different groups, including the COBE satel-
lite (Smoot et al. 1992; Bennett et al. 1996); ground-based
switching experiments such as Tenerife (Hancock et al. in
press; Hancock et al. 1994), Python (Ruhl et al. 1995),
South Pole (Gundersen et al. 1995) and Saskatoon (Net-
terfield et al. 1997); balloon mounted instruments such as
ARGO (De Bernardis et al. 1994), MAX (Tanaka et al.
1996), and MSAM (Cheng et al. 1994; Cheng et al. 1996)
and more recently the ground-based interferometer CAT
(Scott et al. 1996). Given the difficulties inherent in observ-
ing CMB anisotropy, it is possible that some of these results
are contaminated by foreground effects and it is clear that
determining the form of the CMB power spectrum in order
to trace out the Doppler peak requires a careful, in-depth
consideration of the CMB measurements from the different
experiments within a common framework. The full details
including a discussion of foreground contamination are pre-
sented in Rocha et al. (in preparation) and here we present
our principal findings. We consider all of the latest CMB
measurements, including new results from COBE, Tenerife,
MAX, Saskatoon and CAT, with the exception of the MSAM
results (see below) and the MAX detection in the Mu Pe-
gasi region which is contaminated by dust emission (Fischer
et al. 1995).
The competing models for the origin and evolution of
structure predict (Bond & Eftstathiou 1987; Hu & Sugiyama
1995), the shape and amplitude of the CMB power spec-
trum and its Fourier equivalent, the autocorrelation function
C(θ) =< ∆T (n1)∆T (n2) > where n1 ·n2 = cos θ. Expand-
ing the intrinsic angular correlation function C(θ) in terms
of spherical harmonics one obtains
C(θ) =
∞∑
l>2
(2l + 1)ClPl(cos θ)/4pi, (1)
where low order multipoles l correspond to large angular
scales θ and large l-modes are equivalent to small angles on
the sky. The Cl’s are predicted by the cosmological theo-
ries and contain all of the relevant statistical information
Figure 1. The window functions for the experiments listed in
Table 1
for models described by Gaussian random fields (Bond &
Eftstathiou 1987). The different experiments sample differ-
ent angular scales according to their window functions Wl
(White, Krauss & Silk 1993; White & Srednicki 1995). The
window function Wl specifies the relative sensitivity of an
experiment to a given l-mode, and the observed power in
CMB fluctuations as seen through a window Wl is given by
Cobs(0) =
(
∆Tobs
T
)2
=
∞∑
l>2
(2l + 1)ClWl/4pi. (2)
Given Wl, then for the Cl’s corresponding to the theoret-
ical model under consideration it is possible to obtain the
value of ∆Tobs one would expect to observe using the chosen
experiment. This value can then be compared to the value
actually observed to test the cosmological model. Shown in
Fig. 1 are the window functions for the various configura-
tions of the experiments considered.
On the largest scales corresponding to small l, new
COBE (Bennett et al. 1996) and Tenerife (Hancock et al.
in press) results improve the power spectrum normalisation,
whilst significant gains in knowledge at high l are provided
by new results from the Saskatoon and CAT experiments.
The full data set spans a range of 2 to ∼ 700 in l, sufficient
to test for the main Doppler peak out to Ω = 0.1. We take
the reported CMB detections and convert them to a com-
mon framework of flat bandpower results (Bond 1995a; Bond
1995b) as given in Table 1. This is carried out as follows.
The CMB anisotropy measurements are converted to
bandpower estimates ∆Tl ± σ assuming in each case a flat
spectrum of Cl centred on the effective multipole le (see be-
low) of the window function. ll and lu represent the lower
and upper points at which the window of each configura-
tion reaches half of its peak value. In order to use the ob-
served anisotropy levels to place constraints on the CMB
power spectrum one must in general know the form of
the Cl under test. However, in most cases the form of Cl
can be represented by a flat spectrum Cl ∝ C2/(l(l + 1))
c© 1996 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–7
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Table 1. Details of data results used
Experiment ∆Tl (µK) σ (µK) le ll lu Reference
COBE 27.9 2.5 6 2 12 (Bennett et al. 1996)
Tenerife 34.1 12.5 20 13 31 (Hancock et al. in press)
PYTHON 57.2 16.4 91 50 107 (Ruhl et al. 1995)
South Pole 39.5 11.4 57 31 106 (Gundersen et al. 1995)
ARGO 39.1 8.7 95 52 176 (De Bernardis et al. 1994)
MAX GUM 54.5 13.6 145 78 263 (Tanaka et al. 1996)
MAX ID 46.3 17.7 145 78 263 “
MAX SH 49.1 19.1 145 78 263 “
MAX PH 51.8 15.0 145 78 263 “
MAX HR 32.7 9.5 145 78 263 “
Saskatoon1 49.0 6.5 86 53 132 (Netterfield et al. 1997)
Saskatoon2 69.0 6.5 166 119 206 “
Saskatoon3 85.0 8.9 236 190 274 “
Saskatoon4 86.0 11.0 285 243 320 “
Saskatoon5 69.0 23.5 348 304 401 “
CAT1 50.8 15.4 396 339 483 (Scott et al. 1996)
CAT2 49.0 16.9 608 546 722 “
over the width of a given experimental window, so that
the bandpower is ∆Tl/T =
√
Cobs(0)/I(Wl), where we de-
fine I(Wl) according to Bond (1995a; 1995b) as I(Wl) =∑
∞
l=2
(l+ 0.5)Wl/(l(l+ 1). This bandpower estimate is cen-
tred on the effective multipole le = I(lWl)/I(Wl). In many
instances experimenters now report results directly for a
flat spectrum and when this is not so we have converted
the quoted power in fluctuations into the equivalent flat
band estimate. Each group has obtained limits on the in-
trinsic anisotropy level using a likelihood analysis (see e.g.
Hancock et al. 1994), which incorporates uncertainties due
to random errors, sampling variance (Scott, Srednicki and
White 1994) and cosmic variance (Scaramella & Vittorio
1990; Scaramella & Vittorio 1993). The errors in ∆Tl quoted
in column 3 of Table 1 are at 68 % confidence and have been
obtained by averaging the difference in the reported 68% up-
per and lower limits and the best fit ∆Tl. Since the form of
the likelihood function is in general only an approximation
to a Gaussian distribution this averaging introduces a small
bias into the results (Rocha et al. in preparation). With the
exception of Saskatoon the errors include uncertainties in
the overall calibration. There is a ±14% calibration error in
the Saskatoon data, but since the Saskatoon points are not
independent this will apply equally to all five points (Net-
terfield et al. 1997). We discuss below how this is included in
the analysis. It is not possible to ascribe an error to each ex-
periment to represent the likely degree of residual Galactic
contamination present in its results, since this is not known
at present. However, as emphasized above, if there is any ev-
idence that the degree of contamination in an experimental
point could be significant, we have not used that point.
Results from the MSAM experiment are not included
here, because they do not provide an independent measure
of the power spectrum since their angular sensitivity and
sky coverage are already incorporated within the Saska-
toon measurements. Netterfield et al. (1997) report good
agreement between the MSAM double difference results and
Saskatoon measurements, although the discrepancy with the
MSAM single difference data is yet to be resolved. The win-
dow functions for the COBE and Tenerife experiments are
Figure 2. The data points from Table 1 are shown compared to
the best fit analytical CDM model. The dotted and dashed lines
show the best fit models which are obtained when the Saskatoon
calibration is adjusted by ±14%. The data points from the MAX
experiment are shown offset in l for clarity
independent at the half-power points, thus justifying their
joint use even though their sky areas overlap.
The data points from Table 1 are plotted in Figure 2,
in which the horizontal bars represent the range of l con-
tributing to each data point. There is a noticeable rise in
the observed power spectrum at l ≃ 200, followed by a
fall at higher l, tracing out a clearly defined peak in the
spectrum. In the past several groups (Scott, Silk & White
1995; Kamionkowsky et al. 1994b; Ratra et al. 1997) have
attempted to determine the presence of a Doppler peak, but
only now are the data sufficient to make a first detection and
to put constraints on the closure parameter Ω. As a first step,
we adopt a simple three parameter model of the power spec-
trum, which we find adequately accounts for the properties
c© 1996 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–7
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of the principal Doppler peak for both standard Cold Dark
Matter (CDM) models (Davis et al. 1992; Efstathiou 1989)
and open Universe (Ω < 1) models (Kamionkowsky et al.
1994b). The functional form chosen is a modified version of
that used in Scott, Silk & White (1995) — we choose the
following:
l(l + 1)Cl = 6C2
(
1 +
Apeak
1 + y(l)2
)
/
(
1 +
Apeak
1 + y(2)2
)
(3)
where y(l) = (log10 l − log10(220/
√
Ω))/0.266. In this rep-
resentation C2 specifies the power spectrum normalisation,
whilst the first Doppler peak has height Apeak above C2,
width log10 l = 0.266 and for Ω = 1.0 is centred at l ≃ 220.
By appropriately specifying the parameters C2, Apeak and
Ω it is possible to reproduce to a good approximation the Cl
spectra corresponding to standard models of structure for-
mation with different values of Ω, Ωb and H0. Such a form
will not reproduce the structure of the secondary Doppler
peaks, but we have checked the model against the over-
all form of the Ω = 1 models of Efstathiou and the open
models reported in Kamionkowsky et al. (1994b) and find
that this form adequately reflects the properties of the main
peak. This satisfies our present considerations since the cur-
rent CMB data are not yet up to the task of discriminat-
ing the secondary peaks. Varying the three model parame-
ters in equation (3) we form Cl spectra corresponding to a
range of cosmological models, which are then used in equa-
tion (2) to obtain a simulated observation for the ith exper-
iment, before converting to the bandpower equivalent result
∆Tl[C2, Apeak,Ω](i). The chi-squared for this set of param-
eters is given by
χ2(C2, Apeak,Ω) =
nd∑
i=1
(∆T obsl (i)−∆Tl[C2, Apeak,Ω](i))2
σ2i
,
where nd is the number of data points in Table 1 and
the relative likelihood function is formed according to
L(C2, Apeak,Ω) ∝ exp(−χ2(C2, Apeak,Ω)/2). We vary the
power spectrum normalisation C2 within the 95 % limits for
the COBE 4-year data (Bennett et al. 1996) and consider
Apeak in the range 0 to 30 and values of the density param-
eter up to Ω = 5. The data included in the fit are those
from Table 1. Because of the ±14% calibration error in the
Saskatoon data, the likelihood function is evaluated for three
cases: (i) that the calibration is correct, (ii) the calibration
is the lowest allowed value and (iii) the calibration is the
maximum allowed value. In each case the likelihood func-
tion is marginalised over C2 before calculating limits on the
remaining two parameters according to Bayesian integration
with a uniform prior.
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Fig. 3 the likelihood function obtained from fitting the
model Cl spectra to the data of Table 1 is shown plotted as a
function of the amplitude and position of the Doppler peak.
The position is parameterized via the value of Ω, assuming
that the cosmological constant is zero. The highly peaked
nature of the likelihood function in Fig. 3 is good evidence
for the presence of a Doppler peak localised in both position
(Ω) and amplitude. In Fig. 4 we show the 1-D marginal like-
5
10
Figure 3. The likelihood surface for Ω and Apeak. (The nominal
Saskatoon calibration is assumed.)
Omega
0 1 2 3 4 5
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
Figure 4. The 1-D marginal likelihood curve for Ω.
lihood curve for Ω, obtained by marginalising the likelihood
function over C2 and the peak amplitude, Apeak. The best fit
value of Ω is 0.7 with an allowed 68% range of 0.2 6 Ω 6 1.5.
In Figure 2 the best fit model, represented by the solid
line, is shown compared to the data points, assuming no
error in the calibration of the Saskatoon observations. The
chi-squared per degree of freedom for this model is 0.9, im-
plying a good fit to the data. The peak lies at l = 263+139
−94
c© 1996 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–7
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Figure 5. The data points from Table 1 compared to the exact
forms of the Cl for an Ω = 1, Ωb = 0.10, H0 = 45 km s
−1Mpc−1
standard CDM model (bold line), an Ω = 0.3, Ωb = 0.03, H0 =
50 km s−1Mpc−1 open model (dashed line), a flat Ω = 0.3, ΩΛ =
0.7, Ωb = 0.05, H0 = 50 km s
−1Mpc−1 model (dot-dash line) and
an example cosmic string model (dotted line) (Magueijo et al.
1996)
corresponding to a density parameter Ω = 0.70+1.0
−0.4; the
height of the peak is Apeak = 9.0
+4.5
−2.5 . (The errors corre-
spond to the conditional likelihood function for each of the
parameters.) The dashed and dotted lines show the best fit
models (Ω = 0.70+0.92
−0.37 , Apeak = 11.0
+5.0
−4.0 and Ω = 0.68
+1.2
−0.4,
Apeak = 6.5
+3.5
−2.0 respectively) assuming that the Saskatoon
observations lie at the upper and lower end of the permitted
range in calibration error.
These likelihood results using the analytic form for the
Cl and the results from a chi-squared goodness of fit analysis
using exact models (see below) imply that independent of
calibration uncertainties in the data, current CMB data are
inconsistent with cosmological models with Ω<∼0.2.
The analytic approximation to the true Cl such as we
use here, is a useful general tool, but as a detailed check
we have also applied the chi-squared goodness of fit test
to actual COBE normalised Cl models. In Fig. 5 the data
are compared to exact forms of the Cl for a standard flat
CDM model, an open CDM model, a Λ dominated model
and a cosmic string model (Magueijo et al. 1996). Allow-
ing the model normalisation to vary within the two sigma
COBE limit we find that the standard CDM model, non-
zero Λ model and the string model all offer acceptable
(P (χ2) > 0.05) chi-squared fits, whilst the probability of
the open model fitting is P (χ2) < 0.01. Note that the re-
sult for the open model (Ω = 0.3) using the true Cl differs
from the corresponding result for the analytic form of the
Cl: whilst in the latter case this model is still in the allowed
range of the marginal distribution of Ω, in the former case
it is already excluded by the data. Considering a range of
CDM models with varying Ω, in order to find the lowest Ω
compatible with the observations, we have considered ex-
act models with H0 = 50 km s
−1Mpc−1 and Ωb = 0.03 for
Ω = 0.1 − 0.5 (Kamionkowsky et al. 1994b). We find that
Ω = 0.5 is allowed, Ω = 0.3 and below are completely ruled
out (95% confidence) and Ω = 0.4 is excluded unless all the
Saskatoon points have the minimum allowed calibration.
We have also considered a more complete set of open
models, for which partial results can be given here. (Results
over a full set of parameters will be given in Rocha et al., in
preparation). The grid considered has h values of 0.3, 0.5,
0.6, 0.7 and 0.8 (where h = H0/(100 kms
−1Mpc−1)), and
baryon density Ωb values of 0.01, 0.03, 0.06, together with
Ωb = 0.0125h
−2 and 0.024h−2 for each of the above val-
ues of h. The Ω range considered is 0.1 to 1.0 in steps of
0.1. (These models were kindly provided by N. Sugiyama).
The unavailability of exact models for Ω > 1 limits some
of the statistical conclusions we can draw here, but the re-
sults are still of interest. Assuming case (i) for the calibra-
tion and allowing the model normalisation to vary within
the two sigma COBE limit we find that the best fit model
has Ω = 0.7, H0 = 50 kms
−1Mpc−1 and Ωb = 0.096. This
best fit value of Ω gives good agreement with the results ob-
tained using the analytic approximation. Marginalizing over
the other parameters, we obtain an allowed 68% range for Ω
of 0.5 6 Ω 6 1.0. (The upper limit of 1 is due to the cutoff
in the range of models considered.)
The situation for models in which structure formation
is initiated by cosmic strings (Magueijo et al. 1996; Pen,
Seljak & Turok 1997) is now more complex, since some of the
predictions for the power spectra for strings have recently
changed. Previous calculations for the cosmic strings model
(Magueijo et al. 1996) and low Ω CDMmodels both have the
first Doppler peak occurring in roughly the same position in
l, so it might be thought surprising that only the latter are
eliminated by the current data. This is traceable to the form
of the low Ω power spectra in the range l ≃ 10–100, where in
order to match the COBE normalization at low l, the models
are forced to have values which are too low compared to the
data over the intermediate angular scale range. It is likely,
however, that these string models will be eliminated if more
accurate data on the CAT range of angular scales confirms
the existing CAT results (Scott et al. 1996). More recent
calculations of topological defect theories indicate that the
Doppler Peak is strongly suppressed (Pen, Seljak & Turok
1997) and these predictions are likely to be ruled out by the
current data.
In order to set constraints on the Hubble constant in
a flat universe, in Fig. 6 we have considered COBE nor-
malised standard CDM models (provided by G. Efstathiou)
for a range of Ωb and H0. All these models have Ω = 1,
Λ = 0, n = 1 and zero tensor (gravitational wave) compo-
nent. They are thus somewhat specialized, and it is well-
known that they do not provide good fits for the matter
power spectrum on smaller scales. However, we believe our
results for H0 are still of interest in indicating the type of
constraints that will be available in the future, when the
increased quality of the CMB data will allow more param-
eters to be fitted simultaneously. Our method is as follows:
a dot is placed in the appropriate place in the parameter
space if the exact power spectrum corresponding to these
parameters gives a fit to the data in Table 1 with an ac-
ceptable χ2 value (P (χ2) > 0.05). A blank is left at that
position if not. Overlying these power spectrum constraints
is the limit 0.009<∼Ωbh
2<
∼0.02 provided by nucleosynthesis
c© 1996 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–7
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Figure 6. The COBE normalised CDM models with acceptable
(P (χ2) > 0.05) chi-squared fits to the CMB data (assuming the
nominal Saskatoon calibration) are plotted as dots in the Ωb-H0
space. Overlying the constraint of 0.009 6 Ωbh
2 6 0.02 (Copi,
Schramm & Turner 1995) imposed by nucleosynthesis gives the
allowed models lying between the solid curves. Models with H0 >
50 km s−1Mpc−1 are not allowed by the combined constraint.
of the light elements (Copi, Schramm & Turner 1995). As
shown, the models offering an acceptable chi-squared fit to
the CMB power spectrum, whilst simultaneously satisfying
nucleosynthesis constraints, encompass 0.05 6 Ωb 6 0.2,
30 kms−1Mpc−1 6 H0 6 50 kms
−1Mpc−1. Allowing for
the lowest Saskatoon data calibration relaxes the constraints
up to H0 = 70 kms
−1Mpc−1. In general, recent optical
and Sunyaev-Zel’dovich observations of the Hubble constant
(Pierce et al. 1994; Freedman et al. 1994; Kennicutt, Freed-
man & Mould 1995; Lasenby & Jones 1997) imply H0 in
the range 50 − 80 kms−1Mpc−1. Since this current paper
was first submitted, a recent alternative comparison of CMB
data with models (Lineweaver & Barbosa in press) has ap-
peared, which supports our conclusions that low values of
H0 are favoured by the current CMB data.
Fixing H0 = 50 kms
−1Mpc−1 and fitting for the spec-
tral index n of the primordial fluctuations we find n =
1.1 ± 0.1 (68 % confidence). For these models, in the case
of power law inflation (Liddle & Lyth 1992), this tight limit
rules out a significant gravity wave background, but agrees
well with the prediction of n ≃ 1.0 for scalar fluctuations
generated by inflation.
We also considered a set of tilted flat CDMmodels using
the Seljak and Zaldarriaga CMB code (Seljak & Zaldarriaga
1996) and computed the marginal and conditional distribu-
tions of the parameters. Results over a full set of parameters
will be given in Rocha et al. (in preparation), but two sample
results will be given here to indicate the typical constraints
that emerge. Considering the nominal Saskatoon calibration
case with superimposed BBN constraints, we find a best fit
model with H0 = 30 kms
−1Mpc−1, Ωb = 0.22, n = 0.92
and Qrms−ps = 17.95 µK. The marginal distributions of H0
and n give 68% confidence intervals of 30 kms−1Mpc−1 6
H0 6 55 kms
−1Mpc−1 and 0.85 6 n 6 1.18 respectively.
4 CONCLUSIONS
Our current results provide good evidence for the Doppler
peak, verifying a crucial prediction of cosmological models
and providing an interesting new measurement of funda-
mental cosmological parameters. In Rocha et al. (in prepa-
ration), a detailed comparison of the CMB data is made with
the theoretical power spectra predicted by a range of flat,
tilted, reionized, open models and models with non-zero cos-
mological constant. The existence of the Doppler peak has
important consequences for the future of CMB astronomy,
implying that our basic theory is correct and that improv-
ing our constraints on cosmological parameters is simply a
matter of improved instrumental sensitivity and ability to
separate out foregrounds. New instruments such as VSA
(Lasenby & Hancock 1995), MAP and the proposed Planck
Surveyor satellite (Mandolesi et al. 1995) will provide this
improved sensitivity and should delimit Ω and other param-
eters with unprecedented precision.
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